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Teisho By Denkyo Kyozan Joshu Roshi 

Mount Baldy Zen Center 

Sixth Day, Dai-Sesshin,  July 16,  1999 

Translator: Giko 

 

Mumonkan Case One 

Joshu’s Puppy 

 

THE CASE 

   Joshu Osho.  A monk asked Joshu, “Has a dog the Buddha nature or not?”  Joshu answered, “Mu.”  

 

 Buddhism defines someone who is awakened, someone who is enlightened as a person who 

has successfully manifested the wisdom that clearly knows the nature of this world, and the nature of 

the self. 

 And I have told you that the enlightened One taught his disciples that this activity which brings 

into being the self, and brings into being this world is the Dharma activity.  The Enlightened One who 

did manifest the wisdom into the nature of the world and the nature of the self said that the activity 

that forms us and the world is the Dharma activity.   

 And we are told that in the beginning he did not use the word Dharma activity, instead he said 

that the activity that forms everything is the activity of The Tathagata.  The activity of the Tathagata 

and the dharma activity are the same, and when we analyze the activity of the Tathagata, we see that 

it is comprised of the  tatha-gata activity and the tatha-agata activity.  When tatha-gata and 

tatha-agata become one, that is the condition of zero, which I have been telling you about; the 

condition of zero in which the self who thinks “I am” is completely gone.  And the Enlightened One 

taught his disciples that inevitably tatha-gata and tatha-agata will manifest unification.   
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 Buddhists say that it was the Enlightened One who first completely experienced this unification 

of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, which is zero, this unification of plus and minus which is zero, and that 

state of unification was also called muni, which is a Sanskrit word.  If you just hear muni you might 

think the ‘mu’ is the Mu of Mumon, meaning nothingness, and the ‘ni’ is meaning two, in Japanese, 

but that would be wrong, because muni isn’t a Chinese or Japanese word, muni is a Sanskrit word 

meaning ‘silent holiness’.  When we try to translate the word muni, we can say that it means the 

activity of sacredness or holiness or the activity of silence.  But Americans and Europeans, when they 

use the word holiness  they’re talking about something which is an object apart from themselves; 

that’s not what we mean by muni.   

 The manifestation of sacredness or holiness or silence is a manifestation which comes into 

being when subject and object have become one.  In Tathagata Zen we say that the manifestation of 

muni is referring to the exact same manifestation as when we talk about the manifestation of zero, 

they are the manifestation of sacredness.  This youth named Siddhartha, who was a member of the 

Shakya tribe, experienced completely the condition of muni, and that’s why he was named 

Shakyamuni.  Another way to describe the experience of the condition of muni is to say that it’s the 

experience of Tathagata, and   that’s why Siddhartha was also named Shakyamuni Nyorai, because 

Nyorai is the Chinese/Japanese equivalent of Tathagata. Tathagata is zero.  Muni is also zero.   

 When we bow our heads, saying, “We will follow Shakyamuni, the great teacher,” what we are 

really doing is saying, “We will follow the dharma activity, we will follow the zero activity, we will 

manifest zero.”  The condition of muni, the condition of zero, the condition of Nyorai never exists as 

an object to you.  It’s a condition that only appears when you put it into practice.  The reason why 

the condition of muni is described as silence or sacredness is because it’s a condition which is beyond 

all comparisons.  You might practice Zen for five or six  years, but still it seems as if you haven’t 

changed a bit -  when you hear words like Shakyamuni or Tathagata or Nyorai or God or Buddha, you 

immediately take them as things which are objects to yourself, outside of yourself, and then say this or 

that about them.  Tathagata Zen is very strict about this, it says that these things are NEVER objects, 
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even if there were a personified God, that personified God is not an object apart from you.   

 I know that I’ve told you this many times before, but no matter how many times I tell you, still 

when you come to sanzen you take God, Buddha, the Absolute Being as something apart from yourself, 

as an object, and then you blabber and jabber on and on about it.  The condition of muni is only 

something that can be grasped through experiencing it, and there’s no-way you can have this 

experience if you’re stuck in your “I am” self.  So if you’re somebody who’s doing zazen, just be a 

little bit careful about what you do when you come to sanzen, and try to demonstrate your experience 

of muni! 

 One way Tathagata Zen describes the condition of muni is to call it the condition of the origin.  

Just temporarily, we call it that.  Because, in reality , there is no such thing as that, as a fixated object.  

So we teach that temporarily we posit the existence of this thing called the condition of the origin.  

Buddhism says that the condition of the origin never fixates itself, it always moves on to manifest the 

new condition of the origin, and if we call the first root source condition of the origin one, then the 

new one it manifests would be condition of the origin two.  It is the dharma activity that undoubtedly 

will go on to manifest the condition of the origin number two from the condition of the origin number 

one.  And the condition of the origin number two will again manifest a new condition of the origin 

number three.  And up through yesterday I’ve been telling you that without fail the dharma activity 

will eventually manifest the condition where progressing, advancing, living doesn’t need to be done 

anymore.              

 And today I would like to look more carefully at the process that the Dharma activity goes 

through from the condition of the origin one to the condition of the origin two.  The teaching of 

Buddhism says that in this process the activity of separation of guest and host will be manifest, and the 

activity of unification of guest and host will also be manifest.   

 The two opposing activities of plus and minus, U and Mu, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, when 

they are in the condition of the origin they are manifesting zero.  And I told you that is what we call 

True Love.  If you want to experience the condition of the origin for yourself, then there is no way 
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around it, you must manifest True Love.  But when I say that you have to manifest True Love it seems 

as if everybody, when you hear that, you think immediately of physical love.  And you think, “Well, I 

better go out and get myself some physical true love, or I will never be able experience the condition of 

the origin.”  And of course that is one manifestation of true love.  But not just physical love.  

Buddhism of course says that is not the only manifestation of True Love.  Buddhism says all situations 

are manifestations of True Love.  It is a big mistake to think that only physical love will give rise to 

true love.  But in general everybody thinks in their own self centered, arbitrary way about everything, 

so I guess you are going to go ahead and think about True Love in your own self centered arbitrary way 

too.  But if you experience it for yourself, then you’ll understand it. 

 If you try to manifest true love and, if you are a man, the woman runs away from you, you can’t 

do it.  And if you are a woman, and your man cuts out on you, even if you want to , you cannot 

manifest true love. 

 In Tathagata Zen we say that the manifestation of true love is a manifestation that matches 

with the natural principle of things, and therefore man and woman don’t run away from each other. 

 So today I would like to explain again in detail how one condition of the origin, which we can 

also call the condition of perfection, manifests a new condition of perfection.  How in that process the 

activity we call appearing, and the activity we call disappearing both occur.  If you can understand this 

principle, and then put this principle into practice for yourself, then you will really understand what I 

mean by plus and minus unifying, and manifesting True Love. 

 Don’t listen with your ears.  Open up a hole in your belly button, and listen with that.   

 If we say that the plus activity is the object, then the minus activity is the subject.  In other 

words if the tatha-gata, thus-going activity is the object, then the tatha-agata, thus-coming is the 

subject.  When tatha-gata and tatha-agata become one that is the condition of the origin.  That is 

the manifestation of true love.   

 And from that condition without fail plus and minus will then manifest the separation of subject 

and object.  And as I told you before, when plus and minus separate from each other, in the space in 
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between them is manifest kukan 空間, imperfect space.  It is only when that imperfect space is 

manifest that plus and minus for the first time separate from each other. 

 And when we ask where that imperfect space came from we say that plus and minus both 

sacrifice of themselves in order to birth that imperfect space.  I have told you so many times before 

that plus and minus both give one trillionth of themselves each, and through that giving in between 

them is manifest imperfect space.   

 And that imperfect space has both plus and minus as its content, and so naturally it is zero.  It 

is zero, but it is imperfect zero.   

 If perfect zero were manifest then that imperfect space would not be imperfect, it would be 

perfect space.  And a self that has perfect space as its content has no space on its inside or on its 

outside. 

 But the teaching of Tathagata Zen says that when imperfect space is manifest then always and 

inevitably on its outside is the imperfect activity of minus that is the future, and on its inside is the 

imperfect activity of plus that is the past.  

 That is why we say that when the imperfect “I am” self is born simultaneously past and future 

are first revealed.   

 But the teaching of Tathagata Zen also, further, says that the imperfect self, without fail, will 

grow and develop into the perfect self.  And when it becomes the prefect self then it will have made 

all of past and future its content.  This imperfect self will undoubtedly make the outside and inside 

worlds both its content, and when they have perfectly been made content it will manifest it self as the 

perfect zero.  And this is when the number two condition of the origin has been manifest.   

 And today I sat down here planning to explain the details of how this activity of the separation 

of guest and host occurs, and especially how, after the “I am” self is manifest through the activity of 

the separation of guest and host, how that “I am” self then disappears. 

 This is a very difficult thing to understand.  There really isn’t any way you can understand it 

without listening through the hole you have opened up in your belly button.  If you open up a hole in 
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your belly button the self that does not need to think about itself, the self that does not think, “I am,” 

will unfailingly be manifest.   

 When I say “Condition of the origin” that means the condition that is the origin of everything, 

gives birth to everything.  So I suppose it is okay to call the condition of the origin the Almighty, or the 

perfect self.  Or we could personify that, and just call it God.  All of you , I suppose, were born into 

this country which is a God Believing religious country.  So here comes the talk that is going to explain 

the God activity, so listen up.   

 I keep telling you that the condition of the origin is the condition that comes into being through 

plus and minus unifying.  Within the condition of the origin plus and minus are acting.  But they are 

acting without any thought, and without any will.  And the nature of their activity is to completely 

unify with each other, and then face each other, and unify, and face, over and over.   

 And Buddhism says that plus and minus are doing their activity in one shared world.  And 

because they are acting in this one shared world, without fail they will meet each other. 

 If you are a man undoubtedly you will meet a woman.  And if you are a woman you will meet 

a man.  There is no way to avoid the situation in which man and woman meet. 

 And that is why Buddhism defines the activities of plus and minus as activities which will 

inevitably meet each other.   

 What do you think?  If you are a man and you meet a woman what kind of situation do you 

bring into being?  And if you are a woman and you meet a man, what kind of a condition will you 

bring into being?   

 Plus and minus meet, but they don’t just stop in that situation of having met.  Plus and minus 

both will breakthrough that point of meeting, and plus will go on and make the world of minus the new 

arena for his activity.  He will enter the world minus had previously been walking through.  He will 

totally catch the experience of the world of minus.  But you have to carefully contemplate this. 

 When plus breaks through the meeting he does the activity of experiencing the world of minus.  

And minus will break through the meeting as well, and manifest herself as the world of plus. 
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 You can’t just think about this in some sort of superficial, light way, and hope to get it.  In 

Tathagata Zen we say you have to really do zazen.  That means you must do the activity of kanbo 観

法, do the activity of seeing the Dharma activity if you ever hope to really understand this.  This is 

what it means to contemplate in Tathagata Zen.  This is one way we contemplate in our practice. 

 Plus and minus met.  But where did the plus activity come from?  Before he met minus, 

where was he?  Plus must also be thinking, “Where did that minus activity come from before I met 

her?” 

 Later on you will have to face the koan, “Where did God come from?”  This koan is born out of 

this sort of situation.  And this is also the situation that gave birth to the koan,  “Where does the 

devil come from?”  Where does the minus activity come from?  And where does the plus activity 

come from?  But, no matter where they came from, here they have met. 

 In the teaching of Tathagata Zen we say that you have to carefully contemplate that when plus 

and minus meet each other they have both come from their origins.  Plus had to throw away his 

origin and walk in order to get to the place where he meets minus.  And minus as well had to leave 

her origin in order to walk, and finally come to meet plus.   

 I’m teaching you as if you were kindergarten kids.  That is why my shoulders get stiff.  So 

have some sympathy for this old Osho, and get serious when you listen.  

 If, then, we posit the activity of thinking on plus and minus, who in reality, of course, do not 

think, then we say that you have to think for them that the plus activity would think, “Minus came 

from her origin to meet me.”  And the minus activity would think, “Plus came from his origin, and 

now is meeting me.”   

 Minus breaks through the meeting, and immediately she is experiencing the world of plus.  

And then she is right there, having arrived at the origin of plus. 

 And the teaching of Tathagata Zen further says that plus breaks through the meeting, and then 

immediately is doing the activity of  experiencing the world of minus.  And then he is right there, at 

the origin of minus.  It doesn’t take long.  It is incredibly quick.  At once he has already arrived at 
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the origin of minus. 

 When it comes to this manifestation of mutual breakthrough, there are times when it happens 

with the plus taking the lead, and there are also times when it happens with the minus taking the lead.  

But whenever it happens both activities unfailingly will be acting right at the same time, doing 

simultaneous functioning. 

 When the minus activity is taking the lead, then the plus activity is also acting, but in a following 

role.  And when the minus activity is taking the lead we say that she is doing the activity of giving.  

And in contrast to that giving activity the plus activity is receiving that giving.  He does the activity of 

receiving the giving.  When plus takes the initiative and gives, then minus will do the activity of 

receiving that giving.   

 And so, if only one side is acting, it never will work.  This activity always requires both sides.  

For example no matter how hard the minus activity is trying to do the activity of receiving, if the plus 

activity doesn’t do the activity of giving, there isn’t any way plus and minus can breakthrough each 

other.   

 In terms of your self, when you want to give your self, it is only because there is a partner there 

to receive that giving that it is possible for you to do the activity of giving yourself.   

 When one side, let’s say the plus side, does the activity of giving, then right at the same time 

the minus side does the activity of embracing that giving.  This is the teaching of Tathagata Zen.   

 The Dharma activity that forms this universe that is our home, and gives birth to all of us in it, is 

comprised of two opposing activities.  In this case we can call them the activity of giving and the 

activity of receiving.  But we say that the Dharma activity always acts in a way in which giving and 

receiving are happening at the same time.  When the activities of giving and receiving are occurring in 

this process there is no self there.  There is no willful giving or receiving.  The giving and receiving 

are simply happening through the natural principle of things. 

 But when we have developed to the degree that we do have will, then we must take it upon 

ourselves to simultaneously act wilfully together.   
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 It is because giving and receiving happen right together that the breakthrough of the meeting 

can occur.   

 But we also teach that there are some instances when it isn’t necessary to break through the 

meeting.  Those cases are when the born infant does not yet have the ability to act with will, and so, 

mother and father take care of it, and it is simply living through their care.  In these cases, where the 

child is simply being cared for by mother and father, without exerting any will of its own, it isn’t 

necessary for the child to willfully breakthrough the place of meeting.  It simply, will-lessly follows its 

parents. 

 But when plus and minus do breakthrough each other, then plus arrives at the origin of minus, 

and minus arrives at the origin of plus, and this situation is completed at the same time for both sides.  

And Tathagata Zen very severely asks you to reflect on your own experience in terms of this. 

 When minus breaks through the meeting then she will walk in the world of plus.  She will 

experience the world of plus.  And the teaching of Tathagata Zen says that because minus is 

experiencing the world of plus this is a situation in which the activity of zero has been manifest.  

When minus arrives at the origin of plus zero has been manifest.  And plus, when he breaks through 

the meeting he experiences the world of minus.  He catches the experience of the world of minus for 

himself.  And we say that when he arrives at the origin of minus he has manifested zero. 

 Even this first step is very difficult to understand.  And I suppose if you are really sharp even if 

you are just beginning your Zen practice you could understand it.  But if you come in with a really 

sloppy head on your shoulders, there is no way you are going to be able to understand it.   

 And in Tathagata Zen we say that in this situation, where plus and minus have arrived at each 

other’s origins, plus and minus both have perfectly experienced half of the entire one shared home.  

And having experienced half of the whole they are now standing up opposing each other.  Plus and 

minus have both experienced half of their one shared home.  But neither of them can be said to have 

experienced the entire home.   

 You don’t understand what I’m talking about at all, but I give you all of these various koans 
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anyway, to test all of you, who have come to study Zen, but, no matter how many, and no matter what 

kind of koans I give you, if you don’t understand this basic principle, there is nothing for me to think 

except,   “This student, really, and truly is an idiot!”  It really makes me sick, actually.  I mean you 

come with all your clever, intellectual stuff, and eternally you stand up on your “I am” perspective and 

blabber on and on.  And even though I ask you, “Why don’t you take it easy a little, and shut up,” you 

still keep blabbing!  It makes me sick!  Try having a little bit of sympathy for this old man, and 

answer from the perspective of your true experience. 

 We have one more day which is tomorrow, and tomorrow I’ll tie up all the loose ends about 

Joshu’s Mu, but for today I want to keep talking about this. 

 Of course, again, plus and minus don’t have thinking or will, but if we give them the activity of 

thinking, then, in this situation where they both have experienced half of their shared home, they both 

would have the strong will to want to experience the complete home.   

 Plus and minus are both in the same situation of having experienced half of their home, and 

they are facing each other at opposite poles.  And both are looking in on their one shared home.  

But plus and minus both can only see half of their home in this situation.   

 No matter how high you try to stand and look at on this Great Cosmos you can only ever see 

half of it.  If you are an astronomer, no matter what kind of fancy equipment you invent, and with it 

try to see the whole Universe, you will only ever be able to see half of it.  Half of the universe will be 

the bright half you can see, but there always will be the dark half  you cannot see.   

 Both plus and minus in this situation need to move on and experience the entire home.  

 From the point of view of plus, he will give rise to the kind of wisdom which thinks,  “I have 

experienced half of our home, so probably the minus activity is in the same situation as me.  She has 

only experienced half too.”  It is natural for both plus and minus to give rise to a great will, a great 

determination to put into practice just as they had thought, to do what they thought, and experience 

the entire home.  But of course in reality plus and minus don’t have will, they are acting without will. 

 The teaching of Tathagata Zen says that in reality what happens is that will-lessly plus and 
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minus will both equally experience the complete place.   

 But, to go back a little bit in this story, and look back at the time they first broke through each 

other, they gave birth to a child but they didn’t realize it.  It is only now that they first realize they had 

given birth to a child when they first broke through each other.  When plus, therefore, looks back on 

the world he ends up seeing his child who he had helped give birth to.  He cannot see passed his 

child.  The world of minus is shadowed by his child, so he cannot see the world of minus.  And minus 

is similar.  When she looks into her home she can see her child, but she cannot see her husband who 

is behind the child.   Tathagata Zen tells it just as it is, quite frankly.  When a couple has a child the 

husband can no longer see his wife.  He can only see the child.  And the wife can no longer see the 

husband.  She also can only see the child.  Couples who have kids will know what I’m talking about.   

 But plus and minus will begin to act again.  Without fail they will begin to do the activity of 

experiencing.  Plus will give rise to the thought that he must experience the entire world, and minus 

will think that she must experience the whole world through doing minus.   

 I know I have gone over time, but I want to talk a little bit more.  Actually today my legs are 

really killing me, because of my sciatica, and so I have been enduring pain throughout the whole talk, 

so you guys can sit there and endure a little longer too.   

 Actually, when minus arrived at the origin of plus she has no where to go after that.  She has 

no place to act in after that.  You would think that she would have no more need to act.  And plus, 

similarly, when he arrives at the origin of minus, he doesn’t need to do plus anymore.  There is no 

more place for him to do plus in.   

 But it is not the case that plus and minus can just rest there forever.  They, again, act.   

 But you cannot understand this just through thinking about it.  You have to do zazen, and then 

through your own experience, by appealing to your own practice, you will see this for yourself, with 

your own awakened eyes.   

 The wife has arrived at the very origin of her husband, and then she rests momentarily, but the 

moment she rests the husband wakes up and is calling, and saying,     “Come here!”  And the plus 
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activity as well, here he is, he has finished doing the plus activity, he doesn’t need to do plus anymore, 

and he can rest, but immediately he is  influenced by the minus activity, and so he must again open 

his eyes and act.   

 You have to manifest the wisdom for yourself that understands this principle.  This is the 

principle of why they wake up.  This is the principle of awakening.  It is not anything easy.  It is very 

hard to understand this.   

 Tathagata Zen says that what happens here is that the plus activity transforms himself, takes 

the form of minus, and minus takes the form of plus, and having incarnated into each other they return 

back to their own places of birth. 

 You have to admit that this teaching of Tathagata Zen is very careful, and kind, because it 

explains to you in detail that if we call the plus activity a plus “I am” self, and the minus activity a minus 

“I am” self, then it isn’t the case that the plus self always does plus, and the minus self always does 

minus.  The plus self will be helped by the minus self to transform himself into minus.  And minus, 

because she is helped by the plus activity, is able to transform herself into plus.  And so minus does 

plus, and plus does minus.  And through doing the opposite activity they are able to return to their 

own origins.   

 And then again husband and wife meet.  And here the child is in the middle, between them.  

But because that child is in between them it isn’t yet the true meeting.  So then the wife, the minus, 

says, “This is my child,” and the husband also says, “This is my child,” and in this way they both take 

responsibility for the child.  They both take up the child, and continue, and they both return back to 

their own origins.  

 And it is only when they get back to their own places of birth that we say they have completely 

and perfectly experienced the entire one shared home.  This is where for the first time they both 

manifest the complete experience of their home.  This is when the husband, the expanding activity, 

and the wife, the contracting activity, both, through doing their activities have experienced the entire 

one shared place of residence.  
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 When the child completely disappears then mother and father also completely disappear.  

The Dharma activity gives birth to the child, but the Dharma activity also dissolves the child, also leads 

the child to the world of death.  And then a new state of perfection is manifest, then it is simply the 

Dharma activity itself acting.   

 If I don’t talk more about this then you will probably misunderstand it, and mistakenly hear it, 

but we really are out of time, so for today I would just like to leave it at this, and remind you that this 

child, this self without fail will be manifest, and just as inevitably it also will vanish.  And when the 

child vanishes it totally becomes one with both mother and father, and then perfect state of the 

Dharma is manifest.   

 And this is when a new, fresh condition of the origin, a new zero, the condition of the origin 

number two is manifest.  

 But, as I told you yesterday, when it comes to the complete picture of the nature of our 

existence, we cannot forget that there is the side of our existence when the plus activity is taking the 

lead, and there is also the side of our existence when the minus activity is taking the lead.  The 

activity I just explained occurs both on the plus and minus sides. 

 So, from hearing this I hope you are clear now about what a sin is.  And you should also be 

able to understand clearly what good and evil are.  When the “I am” self perfectly manifests the 

condition of the origin, when the perfect condition is manifest, then it has totally transcended any kind 

of good or evil.  It has transcended any kind of plus activity, and any kind of minus activity. 

 But, when the “I am” self attaches to itself, and fixates, then it must always be in opposition to 

both its mother and father.  Good and evil only appear when we attach to our “I am” selves.  When 

we don’t attach to our “I am” selves, when we dissolves ourselves, when we vanish together with 

mother and father, then the truth is manifest.  Then reality itself is manifest.  And then there is 

neither good nor evil.  Then there are no mistakes.  This is the strict teaching of Tathagata Zen. 

 Buddhism does teach about sin.  But it says that originally there is no such thing as sin.  

Buddhism also talks about good.  But says originally there is no such thing as good.  Good and evil 
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only appear when the self appears.  When we attach to the self then we get things like good and evil.  

Originally, when we are freely following the Dharma activity, there is neither good nor evil.  This is the 

teaching of Buddhism.   

 But even though I say that many people say, “Roshi, no matter what you say I am haunted by 

thinking about my sins.  What can I do to escape them?”  I tell people that when you dissolve your 

self you will be free both from sin, and from goodness.  But it is no good to attach to your self.  You 

must do the activity of dissolving your self.  You must do self dissolving action.   

 The action which dissolves your self is called sange 懺悔 .  Buddhist repentance.  In 

Christianity, or other religions as well, I think they may have a practice called repentance, but Buddhist 

sange is not saying things such as “I will not do anything bad,” or “I did something wrong, please 

forgive me.”  The kind of vow that we call sange is a vow that says, “I have been living through the 

Dharma activity, but because I was attached to my “I am” self I was not able to freely follow the 

Dharma activity.  But from now on I will follow the Dharma activity.”   

 Everybody is the same in this.  Now matter what kind of a person it is, even people we call 

saints or sages have times when they are unable to follow the Dharma activity, and end up making 

mistakes.  Because we are attached to our “I am” selves we will come to hurt the feelings of our 

friends, we will come to hurt the feelings of our teachers, or people who are working under us.  Even 

if we don’t even notice we have hurt their feelings, even if we feel as if we are doing things just fine, 

we will, without knowing it, hurt people’s feelings, and kill things.   

 And in order to solve this problem of having hurt feelings and killing without knowing it we do 

sange, which is the vow to manifest the Dharma activity.  This is what we mean by manifesting the 

sila.  I hope I can speak about that at some other time, but, anyway, when we do manifest the 

Dharma activity, then at once, already, those beings who are the content of the Dharma activity have 

already become our content.  We have become the activities of plus and minus, U and Mu, Being and 

Non-being, Living and Dying.  We have become zero.   

 But if you are attached to your “I am” self zero will never be manifest.  True love will never 
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appear.  

 When Joshu says Mu what he is expressing is the unification of plus and minus.  He is 

expressing zero.  He is not talking about the non-being that is in contradistinction to being.  He is not 

talking about the U that is in contradistinction to Mu.  He is not talking about a Mu that is the 

opposite of something.  When plus and minus become one, that kind of true love is what Joshu is 

expressing with Mu.  

 But tomorrow I will talk more about Joshu’s manifestation of Mu.  I just wanted to mention it 

today first. 

 

終 

the end 


